Abstract
Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) which are autonomous mobile robots such as helicopters in a 3-D environment, are attracting a great deal of attention. They are able to move in more complex environments than the autonomous land vehicle (ALV) in a 2-D environment. In this case, however, they have to control more motion parameters, they cannot remain stationary in air without producing thrust, they are readily subject to disturbances in their environment, and generally, they themselves as well as moving obstacles must move fast. Consequently, a more efficient algorithm capable of finding collision-free paths and orientations in dynamically-changing 3-D environments is necessary for UAVs.
Path planning is a fundamental problem and extensive research efforts have been directed toward this problem [11 21 , Most reports have concluded that path planning works well in 2-D environments, but at the same time, that it requires a much larger computation time in 3-D environments or environments with more dimensions. The potential field approach [3,4] is one of the most popular methods for this problem. The main feature of this approach is its scalar potential field which represents both a repulsive force from obstacles and an attractive force to the goal. Therefore, a robot's path from its starting position to the goal is found by threading the valleys of the potential field. The principle is quite simple and gives good results in many cases. However, since local minima of the potential are sometimes produced, the robot is trapped before it can reach the goal in such cases. In addition, the generation of a potential field may require a large computation time in a complicated environment that includes concave objects.
Hierarchical subdivision approaches such as quadtree-or octree-based methods are also popular. They divide the space into regions, and efficiently find a safe path for the robot by searching successive adjoining regions from the starting region to the goal. However, because they present difficulties in representing movable objects, robots or movable obstacles have to be restricted to simple shapes. Moreover, these movable objects are represented in a different manner from the environment, e.g., only points or circles are used for robots [ 5 ] , primitive shapes [6] , or simple polygons [7] . In any case, because the robot and environment are represented in a different manner, the algorithms are not simple, and they have difficulty with dynamic environments.
The algorithm proposed in this paper represents everything in the environment (a robot and static/dynamic obstacles) by using an octree without any distinction of the movability of objects. Therefore, all objects are dealt with in the same way. A collision-free path for a robot with arbitrary motion (i.e., translation and rotation) in a 3-D environment is efficiently searched for by using the potential field generated from each black cell of the octree. Parallel compu-tation is used to generate the potential field, so the method can be used in a dynamically-changing environment. Experimental results obtained under several conditions, for example, arbitrarily shaped robots in static and dynamic environments, are reported.
Representation of the Environment

Octree for a Dynamic Environment
An octree can represent any objecth shape by recursively subdividing a region into octants. A tree node is labeled black (white) if it is completely contained within the object (free space); otherwise, the node is labeled gray. Using this environmental representation scheme, a robot path planning problem can be solved efficiently, i.e., a collision-free path can be successfully established by finding the successive adjoining white octree cells from the startring cell to the goal.
Several methods use an octree (a quaidtree in a 2-D environment to represent static obstacles in the environment. i 51 proposes a hierarchical path-searching method using a quadtree to represent a static environment. Unfortunately, the shape of the robot is restricted to a circular cross-section, and no dynamic environment including moving obstacles can be employed.
[6] proposes an octree-based method, but the environment is limited to a static one and the robot is represented by a collection of primitive shapes such as spheres, cylinders, and so on.
[7] also uses a quadtreebased method for a static environment and a simpleshaped robot represented by polygons. These examples show that all existing algorithms using a hierarchical spatial subdivision technique have limitations, i.e., they are difficult to apply to dynamic environments, because the robot or movable obstacles (if any) are restricted to simple shapes. [8] treats the path planning problem among obstacles with a completely known motion. However, the robot shape is degenerated to points. None of them use the sapme manner to represent the robot and obstacles.
On the other hand, we use an octree to represent every object in the environment; i.e., robots and static/movable obstacles are represented in the same hierarchical shape representation manner. For the motion of objects represented by the octree, a fast algorithm capable of updating the octree after arbiitrary rotation and translation [9] is used.
Artificial Potential Field
Potential field approaches have been well studied as robot path planning methods. In thlese approaches, both the repulsive force from obstacles and the attractive force to the goal are represeinted by scalar functions, and they generate the so-called potential field. A robot path from a robot's stazting position to the goal can be found by threading the valleys of the potential field [3,4]. The principle is quite simple and gives good results in many cases. It should be noted, however, that potential field techniques sometimes produce local minima of potential functions, thereby trapping the robot before it can reach the goal. Several proposals to solve this problem have been made. For example, [lo] proposes an "oval potential" to reduce the possibility of the appearance of local minima of potentials; however, local minima are easily produced when multiple obstacles exist in the environment. A Laplacian potential [ll], on the contrary, does not produce local minima in principle, but solving a Laplacian equation to generate a potential requires an enormous amount of computation.
In our approach, we use the simple potential function employed in [12]. This function uses potential
where gi is a linear function that represents the boundary of the convex region (a set of inequalities nf=, gi < 0 represents the convex region), s is the number of boundary face segments, and 6 is a small positive constant. p,, has its maximum value of 1/6 inside the region and decreases as the inverse of the distance outside the region. This potential function (1) demands that the region be convex. Otherwise, the concave region must be modeled as a collection of convex pieces. This means that the regions in the environment eventually become a collection of many different shaped concave regions each having a different number of boundary face segments. As a result, designing an efficient algorithm to compute the potential field is difficult; acceleration by parallelization in paticular is not easy.
We generate a potential for each cell of the octree using equation (1) (therefore, s = 6 always). Since each cell is a cube, the regions are guaranteed to be convex and of the same shape; therefore, the potential field can be calculated in quite a simple way and this computation can easily be accelerated by parallelization. The potential at any point in the environment is given by the maximum of the potentials due to individual cells. This prevents local maxima of the potential from appearing in free space.
Path Planning Algorithm
A path planning algorithm is described as using an octree to represent every object (robot and static/dynamic obstacles) in the environment, and a potential field is described as a heuristic cost function to search for a path.
Renewal of a Dynamic Environment
Represented by an Octree
In the following, we assume that for each object in the environment the octree representation and its position and orientation are known. The methods for constructing the octree from sensor information (such as images) are described in 131. If any motion paramthe octree representation for each object is updated. Note that an efficient and parallel algorithm capable of updating the octree of a three-dimensional object for arbitrary rotation and translation is described in [9]. The basic algorithm for this is to apply a motion eters of objects (robot an d obstacles) are observed, transformation matrix to each black cube in the octree to be moved (called the source octree) separately (for a series of motions, the same source octree is always used and only the motion matrix is changed; this prevents digitization errors from continually increasing) and to test recursively, starting from the largest cube, for intersections between the transformed black cubes and the standard, upright (i.e., faces parallel to the standard euclidean coordinate axes) cubes of the new octree to be created (called the target octree). Standard cubes in the target octree are labeled white, gray, or black depending on whether they do not intersect with a transformed black cube, intersect partially with a transformed black cube, or are completely inside a transformed black cube. After a transformed source black node is tested for intersection with a target octree gray node, the gray node is tested to see if its eight children are all labeled black or all labeled white; if so, then the children are erased and the ray node is labeled identical to how the children were fihis is called condensing the octree).
Generation of Potential Field
Both the repulsive force from obstacles and the attractive force to the goal are represented by a scalar potential field. The simple potential function employed in [12] is basically used for the repulsive force. In this function, if the unit generating the potential is in a convex region, the computation of the potential field is quite easy. In this case, we can compute the potential field of the environment by integrating the potentials generated by each octree black cell of the obstacles.
We use equation ( 2 ) which represents the repulsive force at point A ( z , y, z ) from Bi,j(the black cell numbered i of obstacle O j ) .
P m a x
Here, This function is maximum inside Bi,j and decreases monotonously as the distance from Bi,j increases.
The potential at point A in the environment is given by the maximum of the potentials due to individual cells as follows.
(4) Po = M a x { p i , j } ( l i i s m , l i j < n )
where m is the number of octree black cells of obstacle O j , and n is the number of obstacles in the environment. This prevents local maxima of the potential from appearing in free space. (If "sum" is used instead of "max" , local maxima will easily appear.)
Finally, the attractive force generated by the goal is represented by equation (5) which grows linearly as the distance from the goal point increases.
where G(z,, yg, z ) is the position of the goal, and C is a constant. $he potential in the environment is represented by the sum of Po and Pg in this paper, i.e.
We compute the above potential field using parallel implementation. Before the parallel algorithm is run, a precomputation step is run to divide the black cubes of all obstacles in the environment evenly among the processors. In other words, if there are N processors, then processor i will receive the i , i + N, i + 2 N , ... black cubes. After the precomputation step, each processor runs the above algorithm of equation ( 2 ) on the assigned cubes and computes the potential. After all processors compute the individual potentials, one of the processors creates the potentials using equation
Exploring the Path
The path of a robot with arbitrary motion (i.e., translation and rotation) from its initial position to the goal in a 3-D environment is efficiently searched for in the successive adjoining regions by using the heuristic cost functions. The average overall points in each cell are used for the heuristic cost of this octree cell. For static environments, the best-first search method is used, and the robot path is searched for from the robot's starting (initial) position to the goal. For dynamic environments, the hill-climbing method is used to search for the current path from the current cell t o its adjoining cell at each processing cycle, and then the next path is searched for. This process is repeated. Figure 1 shows the control flow of our proposed path planning method in a dynamic environment.
Rotation and Translation of an Arbitrarily Shaped Robot
An arbitrarily shaped robot represented by an octree can be used. This robot can go through narrow corridors by rotating its body even though it can not carry out search with only translation. For this purpose, a heuristic cost function is used for the robot's rotation, i.e., the total potential on the robot calculated by integrating the potential over the region of black octree cells of the robot. Here, translation is given a higher priority than rotation, allowing the robot to attempt to find a collision-free path with only translation at first. If this search fails, however, rotation is examined at one of the leaf nodes of the search tree. At this point, the direction minimizing the above cost (4). for rotation is determined. To speed up the method, the cost for rotation o degrees apart is calculated, and then the direction having the minimum cost is chosen. For arbitrary rotation and translation of the robot represented by the octree, the same algorithm as described in 3.1 for updating the environment is used.
Experiments
The experiments involved an arbitrarily shaped robot in static and dynamic environments. For clear description, the results obtained from 2-D environments using a quadtree are explained first. Then, the results obtained from a 3-D environment are given.
Examples in a 2-D Environment
Before describing the results from the arbitrarily shaped robot, the basic performance of the proposed method is evaluated using a point robot.
A Point Robot in a Static Configuration
A robot represented as a simple point robot was tested in three different static configurations to1 evaluate the performance of the proposed method. F'or each given configuration, the potential field was calculated first. Figure 2 shows a perspective view of the generated potential field for one of the configurations (Configuration 2 in Figure 3) . Figure 3 shows the experimental results for given starting and goal points. The gray levels of each cell show the potential of the cell in these figures, i.e., a darker cell has a higher potential, and black cells excluding starting and goal cells represent obstacles.
Each robot path was searched for by the best-first search method using the potential for the heuristic cost function. The cells with the 0 mark at their centers represent the searched cells. The line connecting these points shows the established path.
For each configuration, we compare our proposed method using quadtree representation (figures (a)(b)(c)) against a subdivision method using uniform grids ( figures (d) (e f) ). Here a level-6 quadtree is size of a level-5 quadtree cell. Table 1 simply compares the number of nodes explored for each method. This table shows that a uniform grid-based method can find more complicated paths in more computation steps than a quadtree-based method for every configuration.
used, and the size o 46 t e uniform grids is equal to the 
A Robot in a Static Environment
An arbitrarily shaped robot was tested in a static 2-D environment. The robot is shown in Figure 4 . In this figure, the robot's shape represented by a quadtree produced by rotating the shape 30 degrees at a time is shown. For a given environment, the potential field was calculated first. Figure 5 shows a perspective view of the generated potential field for the environment. Figure  6 shows the experimental result for given starting and goal points. The gray levels of each cell show the potential of the cell in this figure, i.e., a darker cell has a higher potential, and black cells excluding starting and goal cells represent obstacles. The robot path was searched for by the best-first search method using the potential for the heuristic cost function. The cells with the 0 mark at their center represent the searched cells.
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The line connecting these points shows the established path. At the entrance of narrow corridors, the robot rotated its body enabling a collision-free path and the robot's directions to be found.
4.1.3
Another arbitrarily shaped robot (shown in Figure 7 ) was tested in a dynamic environment. Figures 8 and  9 show the experimental results for given starting and goal points. The gray levels of each cell show the POtential of the cell in these figures, i.e., a darker cell has a higher potential, and black cells excluding starting and goal cells represent obstacles. The robot path was searched for by the hill-climbing method using the PO- 
A Robot in a Dynamic Environment
4.2
A Robot in a 3-D Environment
An arbitrarily shaped robot represented by an octree was tested in a 3-D environment. The robot (space shuttle) is shown in Figure 10 along with a rotated shape. For a given environment, the potential field was calculated first. Figure 11 shows the experimental result for given starting and goal points. The robot path was searched for by the best-first search method using the potential for the heuristic cost function. The line shows the established path. At the entrance of narrow corridors, the robot rotated its body enabling a collision-free path and the robot's directions to be found.
Summary and Conclusion
We proposed an efficient and simple method for finding a robot's collision-free path and orientation in a dynamic observable environment. The method uses an octree to represent every object (rigid robot and static/dynarnic obstacles) in the environment without any distinction of the movability of objects; therefore, all objects are dealt with in the same way. The path of the robot with arbitrary motion (i.e., translation and rotation) from its starting position to the given goal in a 2 -0 and 3-D environment was efficiently searched for in the successive adjoining regions (quadtree or octree white cells by using the potential field generated Experimental results obtained under several conditions, such as a point shaped robot and arbitrarily shaped robots in static/dynamic environments, were reported. In the proposed algorithm, both the step of updating environments and robot position, and the step of generating potentials are quite simple; therefore, acceleration by parallelization was easily achieved. In addition, every object in the environment was dealt with in the same way, i.e., the octree was from each blac k cell of the octree. used to represent every object without any distinction of the movability of objects. Therefore, a multiple movers' problem can be easily solved by the method.
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Figure 8: Experimental result of an arbitrarily shaped robot in a dynamic environment -before movement of an obstacle an obstacle 
